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FINDINGS
Applicant’s Name: Ecological Land Services, Inc.
POSITIVE □
Property Owner: Port of Woodland
File/Permit Number: ASCC # 16346
NEGATIVE ■
Date Received: 3/21/16
Location: 1435 Guild Road, Woodland, Cowlitz County, WA
Parcel No.: 508310100
Quadrangle: USGS, Deer Island, OR-WA, 7.5-minute Series, 1990
Township/Range/Section/Quarter Section: T5N, R1W, SE ¼ of Section 14, W.M.
Number of Acres: 12.16 acres
Purpose of Survey: To assess the potential impact of the proposed light industrial development
of the project area upon cultural resources.

Introduction and Project Background
Archaeological Services LLC (ASCC) has carried out a cultural resource literature review,
visual impact assessment, surface investigation, and subsurface investigation of the Guild Road
Industrial Park project area, hereafter referred to as the project area. The project area is located
in southwestern Cowlitz County, Washington, within the western limits of the city of Woodland,
at 1435 Guild Road (Figure 1). The project area consists of a single, 12.16-acre property (Parcel
No. 508310100) that was used for commercial bulb-growing operations from ca. 1940 through
2004.
Although plans are not finalized as of this writing, the Guild Road Industrial Park project is
expected to entail the construction of one or more light industrial buildings with associated
utilities, access, parking, and landscaping. Existing structures on the property, which consist of
four conjoined pole barns, built ca. 1969-1973, will be demolished.
Funding for the proposed Guild Road Industrial Park project is provided in part by the U.S.
Department of Commerce Economic Development Administration (EDA). Any federal nexus
triggers compliance with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA). The
purpose of the Section 106 study of the Guild Road Industrial Park project area is to identify any
historic properties, including both archaeological resources and standing structures, which may
be adversely affected by the proposed project.
Section 106 requires consideration of the project’s potential effects upon cultural resources that
are listed on, or eligible for listing on, the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). To that
end, the current investigation was designed to identify any historic properties, i.e. archaeological
and above-ground resources, which may be adversely affected by the proposed project, either
directly or indirectly. The APE for this project, as defined by 36 CFR 800.16 (d), consists of:
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the geographic area or areas within which an undertaking may directly or
indirectly cause alterations in the character or use of historic properties, if
any such properties exist. The area of potential effects is influenced by
the scale and nature of an undertaking and may be different for different
kinds of effects caused by the undertaking. (36 CFR 800.16)

Within the project area, the currently available project information indicates potential ground
disturbance to the vast majority of the project area. The project’s area of potential indirect
(visual) effects is estimated as a half-mile viewshed.
Having completed background and field research, ASCC has found no evidence of potentially
NRHP-eligible properties (including archaeological sites) within either the direct or indirect APE
for the Guild Road Industrial Park project. For the project as it is currently proposed, ASCC
recommends a finding of no effect on historic properties that are listed on, or eligible for listing
on, the NRHP. ASCC also recommends documentation of two nearby historic-era properties
within the project viewshed on the Washington State Historic Property Inventory (HPI). Bases
for these recommendations are discussed below.
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Figure 1. USGS Deer Island, OR-WA quadrangle, 7.5-minute series, showing the location
of the project area in the SE ¼ of Section 14, Township 5 North, Range 1 West, W.M.
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Figure 2. Aerial photomap of the project area showing current conditions.
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Project Area Description
The project area is located in southwestern Cowlitz County, Washington, within the western
limits of the city of Woodland. Located on the alluvial Woodland Bottoms at 1435 Guild Road,
the project area lies roughly 1.1 miles (1.8 kilometers [km]) west of the Lewis River, 1.8 miles
(2.9 km) east of the Columbia River, and 4.1 miles (6.6 km) north-northeast of the confluence of
the two.
The project area consists of a single, 12.16-acre property, Parcel No. 508310100 (Figure 2). This
parcel is irregular in shape, with its northern boundary defined by a bend in Guild Road, its
eastern boundary by a pair of sloughs, and its western and southern boundaries by right-angled
property lines. Like the original Solomon Strong donation land claim (DLC), the parcel is
oriented somewhat askew from the cardinal directions, with its long axis angled roughly SSWNNE (see Historic Overview).
The majority of the project area is an open, currently unused agricultural field, used most
recently to grow flower bulbs (Figure 3). Excluding a large spoil pile, two sloughs, and
stormwater ponds, terrain within the project area is essentially flat, averaging 23 feet above
mean sea level.
In the center-north of the project area are the former United Bulb Company cold storage
buildings, which were evidently built sometime between 1969 and 1973 (see Historic
Overview). These buildings consist of four industrial pole barns attached to form a single
structural mass, having a combined footprint of roughly 25,000 square feet (roughly 0.58 acres)
(Figures 4 to 6). The buildings stand on concrete slab foundations and are clad in corrugated
metal, although the southern exterior wall has been partially replaced by a nailed-together wall
of wooden pallets, plywood, and plastic. A concrete curb extends outside the northeastern corner
of the buildings to demarcate a roughly 600-square foot (56-square meter) rectangle, one
possible location of a buried fuel tank that is suspected to remain on-site (PBS 2005) (Figure 7).
The buildings appear to be in generally poor repair.
The buildings are flanked to the east by a cluster of gravel and packed fill driveways, leading
north to Guild Road and east to the east-adjacent property (Figure 8). To the southeast of the
buildings are a small wooden pump house, a disconnected utility pole, a fuel pump on a small
concrete pad, and an empty 2,000-gallon tank (Figure 9). These items—along with the former
bulb storage buildings—appear to be abandoned, and are partially covered in vegetation.
Currently, the project area appears be used only by a small-scale flower-growing business,
which tends to a few rows of planters that extend southward from the driveway cluster, serviced
by two-track vehicle trails (Figure 10).
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Figure 3. South-facing overview of the southern half of the project
area, taken from atop the spoil pile near the center of the parcel.

Figure 4. West-facing view of the cold storage buildings.
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Figure 5. Northeast-facing view of the former United Bulb Company cold storage buildings.

Figure 6. Northwest-facing overview of the bulb storage building,
taken from atop the spoil pile near the center of the project area.
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Figure 7. South-facing view along the east side of the cold storage buildings. Note
the curb-enclosed area between the driveway and building in the foreground.

Figure 8. South-facing view along the main driveway toward
the cold storage buildings, taken from near Guild Road.
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Figure 9. Northeast-facing view of pump house, shipping container, and fuel tank located
southeast of the driveway nexus in the east of the project area. The former United Bulb
Company iris warehouse can be seen in the background on the neighboring property.

Figure 10. North-facing view along two-track road between
rows of flower planters in the east of the project area.
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Figure 11. Northwest-facing view taken from the eastern boundary of the project
area, facing along the eastern driveway and the northern slough (photo right),
with the cold storage warehouse in the background (photo left).

Figure 12. West-facing view of the stormwater detention ponds in the north
of the project area, with Guild Road in the background at photo right.
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Figure 13. Northeast-facing view of the spoil pile near the center of the project area.
Two small, wooded sloughs take up much of the eastern boundary of the project area, and two
new stormwater detention ponds flank Guild Road along the northern boundary (Figures 11 and
12). The sloughs are separated from one another and the stormwater ponds by the driveways,
possibly linked by culverts obscured by the thick vegetation. To the north of the United Bulb
Company buildings, the two stormwater detention ponds are aligned east-west within a fenced
compound. The ponds and sloughs were apparently engineered to contain a former natural,
western-trending drainage, the “Goerig Slough” depicted on historic maps (USGS 1954). The
stormwater ponds were dug out in 2012, with spoils piled to the south of the bulb storage
buildings (Google Earth 2016). The resulting spoil pile covers a footprint of about 0.5 acres and
stands roughly 15 feet (4.5 meters) in height (Figure 13).
The properties adjacent to the project area are in mixed agricultural, residential, and industrial
use. The eastern property contains a Groat Brothers Inc. trucking yard, a ready-mix concrete
supplier, and the Remnant Farms Feed and Supply store, the latter occupying a former United
Bulb Company iris warehouse constructed in the 1940s (see Visual Impact Assessment). A
Northwood Cabinet shop is located to the northeast of the project area, on the north side of Guild
Road. Residences are located to the northwest and west on partially wooded lots, and the southadjacent parcel is an open field.
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Environmental Context
The project area is set on a floodplain known as the Woodland Bottoms, which formed below
the confluence of the Lewis and Columbia Rivers. The Woodland Bottoms are within the
northern margin of the Portland Basin, a structural depression centered on the confluence of the
Willamette and Columbia Rivers. The basin is part of the larger Puget-Willamette Lowland,
which represents the southern end of a trough that runs from southeastern Alaska to the south
end of the Willamette Valley (Ames 1994). As the Columbia River exits the Columbia Gorge to
the east and enters the Portland Basin, the river becomes marked by extensive alluvial bottom
lands, sloughs, lakes, and islands composed of low-lying alluvium. This southwestern portion of
Cowlitz County exhibits climatic conditions similar to those found in the Willamette Valley in
Oregon—relatively mild temperatures throughout the year, with cool, wet winters and warm, dry
summers (Franklin and Dyrness 1988).
The project area is located in Franklin and Dyrness's (1988) regional Western Hemlock (Tsuga
heterophylla) vegetation zone. This zone encompasses woodlands between the Pacific Ocean and
the Cascade Mountains up to roughly 700 meters (2296 feet) above mean sea level. Dominant
elements of this forest community include Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii), western hemlock
(Tsuga heterophylla), and western red cedar (Thuja plicata) with few hardwood species. In
specialized habitats, such as riparian zones or recently disturbed areas, red alder (Alnus rubra),
bigleaf maple (Acer macrophyllum), and golden chinquapin (Castanopsis chrysophlla) are
widespread. Along major watercourses, black cottonwood (Populus trichocarpa) and Oregon ash
(Fraxinus latifolia) are dominant woodland species. Oregon white oak (Quercus garryana) is
commonly found in drier soils, often thriving in areas too fire-damaged for evergreen species.
Common forest understory plants throughout the zone include vine maple (Acer circinatum),
hawthorn (Crataegus douglasii), wild rose (Rosa gymnocarpa), blackberry (Rubus ursinus),
thimbleberry (Rubus parviflorus), and snowberry (Symphoricarpos albus) (Franklin and Dyrness
1988).
Vegetation within the project area includes, but is not limited to, western redcedar, cottonwood,
alder, dogwood, horsetail, sword fern, nettles, and Himalayan blackberry. The majority of the
project area is covered in shin-high grasses and forbs, with woods primarily confined to the
parcel boundaries.
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Soils
The surface geology of the Woodland Bottoms consists of loamy alluvial flood deposits
overlying unconsolidated, Pleistocene catastrophic flood deposits. The Natural Resources
Conservation Service (NRCS) maps two soil units within the project area: Newberg fine sandy
loam on 0 to 3% slopes, which dominates, and Clato silt loam on 0 to 3% slopes, which is
mapped in the north, east, and southwest of the parcel, corresponding to the wetter portions of
the landscape (NRCS 2016) (Figure 14).
The Newberg series consists of very deep, somewhat excessively drained soils that formed in
loamy and sandy alluvium from sedimentary and basic igneous rocks (NRCS 2006). Newberg
fine sandy loam is found on flood plains at elevations of 10 to 50 feet. A typical profile for this
Newberg fine sandy loam is:
• 0 to 10 inches (0 to 25 centimeters [cm])—very dark grayish brown fine sandy loam
• 10 to 28 inches (25 to 71 cm)—brown and very dark grayish brown fine sandy loam and
very fine sandy loam
• 28 to 60 inches (71 to 152 cm)—dark brown loamy fine sand
The Clato series formed in mixed alluvium from sedimentary and basic volcanic rocks (NRCS
2006). Clato soils are very deep, are generally moist, and are found on floodplains and low
terraces at elevations of 30 to 300 feet. Slopes are 0 to 3 percent. A typical profile for Clato silt
loam is:
• 0 to 11 inches (0 to 28 cm)—dark yellowish brown silt loam
• 11 to 80 inches (28 to 203 cm)—dark brown and dark yellowish brown silt loam.
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Figure 14. Aerial photomap of the project area overlaid with soil units mapped by the NRCS.
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Background and Literature Research
ASCC carried out ethnographic, historical, and archaeological background research using
materials from the Washington State Department of Archaeology and Historic Preservation
(DAHP) as well as resources located at the ASCC library and online. These materials included
Washington State Archaeological Site Inventory files, cultural resource survey reports, General
Land Offices (GLO) survey maps, various county road maps, Metsker atlases, and the
Washington Information System for Architectural and Archaeological Records Data
(WISAARD). ASCC used this background research to assess the archaeological probability of
the project area and to establish an interpretive context for any materials encountered in the field.
Ethnographic Overview
The project is located within the territory traditionally occupied by the Lewis River Cowlitz and
Multnomah Chinook peoples. The term “Chinook” refers to both a linguistic classification as
well as a cultural one (Ruby and Brown 1976). Early Euro-American traders used the term to
refer to the indigenous people living on the Pacific shore from Willapa Bay to Tillamook Head,
along the Columbia River from its mouth to The Dalles, and a short distance up the Willamette
to its falls (Silverstein 1990).
Traits common to Chinookan-speaking groups include a reliance on aquatic resources (primarily
anadromous fish), woodworking (exemplified by planked houses and dugout canoes), twined
basketry, untailored clothing, a distinctive art style, and a social emphasis on rank (ibid.). A
division of the Chinook considered culturally, geographically and linguistically as the
Multnomah tribe, traditionally inhabited the area around present-day Woodland. Ethnographies
also place the Lewis River Cowlitz in this area at the time of European contact.
Chinookan speakers can be divided into the Lower Chinook, who lived near the Pacific coast,
and the Upper Chinook, who lived farther inland along the Columbia River and its tributaries.
The Multnomah sub-group of the Upper Chinook occupied the Columbia River from near Deer
Island to just east of the Washougal River (Silverstein 1990).
Multnomah villages were recorded on both sides of the Columbia River. The first recorded
Multnomah villages include the settlements on Wappato Island, now Sauvie Island (recorded in
William Broughton’s trip log, 1792) (Jones 1972), and two settlements recorded by Lewis and
Clark: Shoto, located along Vancouver Lake, and Cathlapottle, located near the mouths of Lake
River and the Lewis River (Silverstein 1990). The names of the villages also refer to smaller
ethnic and political subgroups within the Multnomah linguistic group.
By the late 18th century, the Chinookan peoples of the Lower Columbia had come into contact
with Euro-American traders who plied the Northwest Coast trading with the natives, primarily in
furs. Diseases carried by the newcomers devastated the Chinook, essentially destroying their
traditional lifeways within a single generation. Smallpox, dysentery, and malaria reduced the
population by as much as 75% to 90% by some estimates (Hajda as cited in Ames 1994).
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While the Chinookan peoples were the most obvious indigenous inhabitants of the Lower
Columbia River, other Native American groups were present during late prehistoric times.
Occupying the upper portions of the Lewis River and Cowlitz River drainages were speakers of
Ichishkíin S�ń wit (also known as Sahaptin), a language primarily spoken to the east of the
Cascades by plateau cultures such as the Yakama, Palouse, and Umatilla. Euro-American
observers used the generic term “Klikitat” to describe Sahaptin-speaking peoples living west of
the Cascades (Ray 1936). Along the upper Lewis and Cowlitz Rivers, these peoples were
generally referred to as the Taitnapam, or Western Klikitat. It is generally thought that the
Klikitat began arriving in western Washington when the Chinook, devastated by Euro-American
diseases, abandoned many of their traditional territories (Hajda 1994).
The Klikitat subsistence pattern was oriented largely around open grasslands and prairies, which
contained animal and plant resources and served as inland lines of communication and
commerce (Norton et al. 1999). Klikitat peoples are thought to have maintained the open
grasslands and prairies through periodic burning. The Klikitat wintered in the valleys of the
Klikitat, White Salmon, Little White Salmon, Wind, and Lewis Rivers (Curtis 1911). With the
ripening of the first roots and greens in spring, small groups would move to seasonal camps
associated with a particular resource and stay, dependent on the availability of the resource. Like
their Chinookan-speaking neighbors to the south and west, the Klikitat would converge in great
numbers at fisheries during the heights of the spring and summer salmon runs. As the summer
progressed into fall, the people would move higher into the uplands to take advantage of ripening
berries and available game. With the end of the berry season, the people would reunite in social
gathering locations before dispersing to their respective winter village sites. Movement between
resource concentrations was quite fluid depending on need and resource availability (Boyd and
Hajda 1987).
Moving into former Chinookan territories such as the Lewis River Basin, Sahaptin-speaking
newcomers such as the Taitnapam may have adopted many of the practices of neighboring
riverine groups such as the Cowlitz, an interior, Salish-speaking people who lived to the north of
the project area along the Cowlitz River and its tributaries (Hajda 1990). The Cowlitz centered
their tribal territories on major salmon streams, but they also harvested resources from the
productive inland prairies (Hajda 1990, Boyd, ed. 1999). In the winter, the Cowlitz lived in cedar
longhouses. In the spring, families moved to the prairies to dig wapato and camas, and they also
traveled to the mountains to seek game and berries. Men would hunt both large and small game,
and women would gather various berries. During resource-gathering excursions, the Cowlitz
would occupy temporary camps (Hajda 1994).
The Cowlitz traveled by both trail and river to participate in trade with neighboring tribes,
including trading surplus camas for sturgeon and other maritime staples with the Lower
Chehalis, the Quinault, and groups along the Columbia River (Hajda 1990). Dentalium shells
served as the primary medium of exchange when direct goods-for-goods trading was not an
option. Intermarriage between the groups encouraged such productive relationships, though
conflict sometimes disrupted these relationships (Hajda 1990).
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Historic Overview
The first documented Euro-American contact with indigenous people in the project vicinity
occurred in 1805, during the descent of the Columbia River by the Lewis and Clark Expedition.
Ensuing decades saw more Euro-American incursions to the region, often under the banner of
the Hudson’s Bay Company (HBC), the vast British fur trading concern. In 1825, the HBC
established Fort Vancouver, the first permanent non-native settlement in the Pacific Northwest.
As the nexus of the Pacific Northwest fur trade, the fort served as an important foothold for
further Euro-American settlement. Under the 1846 Oregon Treaty, the British ceded the Fort to
American control. Euro-American settlement of the region was spurred on by the Donation Land
Claim Act of 1850, which granted homestead acreage to eligible adult U.S. citizens.
In 1845, an ex-HBC employee named Adolphus Lee Lewes (or Lewis) settled on a land claim to
the east of present-day Woodland, along with his brother Fred. In 1847, a 639-acre land claim
encompassing the current project area was filed by Solomon and Mary A. (Bozarth) Strong, who
were newly arrived from Iowa (GLO 1863; Hines 1894). To the immediate south of the Strong
property, Squire and Millie Bozarth claimed 540 acres in 1850. The Bozarths named their farm
“Woodland Farm” as more Euro-American settlers arrived (Card 1999).
The earliest map of the project area is the 1854 General Land Office (GLO) cadastral map of
Township 5 North, Range 1 West, Willamette Meridian (Figure 15). This map labels the
Woodland Bottoms as “Rich bottom land mostly prairie and subject to inundation from summer
floods / Timbered along Rivers and Sloughs with Balmgilead Ash Oak Willow & c.” Marshland
is indicated across the entire floodplain, amid a network of meandering sloughs. One unlabeled
waterway, evidently the later-named Goerig Slough, winds westward through the project area
and eventually to the Columbia River. To the southeast of the project area in Sections 24 and 25,
the “Cattlepootle” (Lewis) River flows through the oxbow known today as Horseshoe Lake.
Cultivated fields belonging to the Bozarth family are indicated to the south and southeast of the
project area, in Sections 13, 14, 23, and 24. A road from the south-southeast passes between
these fields and forks into three trails in Section 13. One of these trails curves westward to pass
north of the project area (GLO 1854).
The 1863 GLO map labels a number of donation land claims on the Woodland Bottoms,
including those of Solomon Strong, Millie Bozarth, and A. Lee Lewis [sic] (Figure 16). The
Horseshoe Lake bend of the Lewis River is here labeled “Catanootle River.”
In 1881, C.C. Bozarth opened a store on the riverfront of the Woodland Farm, and in 1882 his
store began serving as the “Woodland” post office (Talley 1995). The settlement grew along
with local logging, shipping, and dairying operations. A townsite was platted in 1889, and the
town of Woodland was incorporated in 1906.
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Figure 15. 1854 GLO cadastral map of T5N, R1W,
W.M. overlaid with the location of the project area.
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Figure 16. 1863 GLO cadastral map of T5N, R1W, W.M.
showing the project area within the Solomon Strong DLC.
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The fertility of the Woodland Bottoms was offset by its frequent inundation. The Lewis and
Columbia rivers tended to overflow their banks each spring, causing many settlers to move their
livestock to higher ground. The 1894 flood was severe enough that residents loaded their houses
with ballast rock to prevent them from floating away (Card 1999). The first dikes around the
Woodland Bottoms were built in the 1920s, helping to stabilize the floodplain for subsequent
agricultural, residential, and industrial development.
In 1906, the Strong family sold their dairy farm—including the project area—to the Hezekiah
Caples family (Card 1999). As of 1912, the project area was still used for dairy farming (PBS
2005). By the mid-1940s, however, the vast majority of the Solomon Strong DLC was owned by
the United Bulb Company, which farmed and packed flower bulbs there over the next several
decades.
Mid-twentieth century maps and aerial photography show increasingly divided properties, new
roads, and new buildings throughout the Woodland Bottoms (USGS 1943 and 1954; Metsker
1956 and 1968; PBS 2005). The 1943 USGS St. Helens OR-WA quadrangle maps Guild Road
(unlabeled) with a number of structures along it. No structures are indicated within or adjacent to
the project area on the south side of the road, suggesting that none of the United Bulb Company
buildings were built at this time. Goerig Slough (unlabeled) flows through the project area in the
configuration of the present-day sloughs and stormwater ponds. The winding course of this
drainage across the Woodland Bottoms appears consistent with a slow-moving, possibly seasonal
slough.
The 1954 USGS Deer Island, OR-WA quadrangle labels both Guild Road and Goerig Slough
(Figure 17). It also shows a building immediately east of the project area—the United Bulb
Company’s iris warehouse (later the Remnant Farms Feed and Supply Store) at 1501 Guild
Road. The 1956 Metsker’s Atlas of Cowlitz County labels the United Bulb Company as the
owner of the majority of the Solomon Strong DLC, including the project area, which is bordered
to the west and south by smaller properties owned by J. Guild and M. Scaife (Figure 18).
Aerial photography from 1969 shows the small driveway crossing between sloughs on the
northeastern property boundary, linking the project area to the iris warehouse on the eastadjacent property (PBS 2005). Apparently soon after the 1969 photo was taken, the United Bulb
Company built the first of the metal-clad storage buildings in the north of the project area (ibid.).
This first building—the northernmost of the four conjoined pole barns—is indicated on the 1970
USGS Deer Island quadrangle, while the additional buildings don’t appear until the 1985
photorevision (USGS 1970 and 1985).
The metal-clad buildings were evidently used for cold storage of bulbs as well as packaging and
shipping. From the late 1970s until 2004, this business was carried out by the Northwest Rose
Growers, who leased the land from the United Bulb Company. Operations entailed the use of
two irrigation wells and a septic system on-site (PBS 2005).
In late 2004, the Northwest Rose Growers moved its equipment and stock to a nearby property,
and the project area became commercially vacant except for a small flower-growing business,
which is currently confined to the east of the parcel.
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Figure 17. 1954 USGS Deer Island, OR-WA quadrangle
showing the location of the project area.
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Figure 18. The 1956 Metsker’s Atlas of Cowlitz County showing the
location of the project area within the United Bulb Company property.
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Previous Archaeology
The archaeological literature review identified no previously recorded archaeological sites or
NRHP properties within a one-mile radius of the project area. In fact, WISAARD shows no
archaeological finds at all on the Woodland Bottoms (DAHP 2016). The nearest archaeological
site on record is 45CL1136, a small lithic scatter found in Clark County, more than 2.5 miles to
the southeast of the current project area (Mastrangelo and Holschuh 2014).
At least six previous cultural resource investigations have been carried out within a mile of the
project area. These are listed below in Table 1.
Table 1. Previous cultural resource investigations within a mile of the project area.

Location Relative to
the Project Area

Report Title

Reference

Adjacent to the north,
partially overlapping

Archaeological Survey for the Port of Woodland
Guild Road Improvement Project, Cowlitz County,
Washington

Lloyd-Jones and Fagan
2010

0.58 miles NNE

Cultural Resources Survey of the HCT Properties
and Equipement Project Area

Holschuh and Gall 2012

0.83 miles NNE

Archaeological Survey for the Woodland Wal-Mart
Facility Project

Foutch et al. 2009

0.84 miles N

0.86 miles NNE

0.95 miles N

Cultural Resources Assessment for the Future
Woodland High School

Archaeological Survey of the Right-of-Way at Dike
Access Road

Archaeological Survey for the Woodland Old
Apostolic Church Project (Parcel #508540101)
Woodland
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The most notable of these previous investigations is a 2010 survey along Guild Road carried out
by Archaeological Investigations Northwest, Inc. (AINW). That survey dealt not only with
proposed improvements to Guild Road but with proposed stormwater detention ponds within the
current project parcel, located on the south side of the road to the north of the United Bulb
Company building. AINW excavated two shovel test probes (STPs) in the area of the proposed
ponds, augering to depths of at least 3 meters (9.9 feet). In both STPs, AINW encountered fill
sediments and no archaeological materials (Lloyd-Jones and Fagan 2010:5). The stormwater
detention ponds were excavated in 2012 (Google Earth 2016).
Field Research
ASCC carried out the field research for this report on April 5, 6, and 7, 2016. This fieldwork
consisted of a surface and subsurface investigation conducted by Michael Smith, B.A. and
Alexander Gall, M.A. RPA. Weather conditions were generally clear and sunny, with
temperatures in the 70s.
Surface Investigation
During the surface investigation, ASCC walked the entire project area in parallel, adjacent
transects spaced no more than 20 meters apart (Figure 19). The pedestrian survey was carried
out in order to inspect exposed soils for the presence of archaeological materials, to assess the
extent of historic/modern ground disturbance, to assess landforms in terms of archaeological
probability, to identify historic features or properties, and to generally determine the likelihood
that cultural resources are present within the project area.
At the time of this investigation, soil exposure was variable across the project area, averaging
roughly 15%. Rodent mounds and areas of recent ground disturbance afforded the best visibility,
although not all disturbed soils appeared to be native.
Modern ground disturbance is evident across the vast majority of the project area. The heaviest
ground impacts are in the northern and eastern portions of the project area, around the bulb
storage buildings, sloughs, driveways, and stormwater ponds (Figures 20 to 23). The terrain
surrounding the bulb storage buildings is underlain by compact, rocky fill material. A cluster of
gravel driveways leads between Guild Road, the bulb storage buildings, and the east-adjacent
property, with the easternmost driveway crossing between two sloughs along the project
boundary. The driveway to the southern building is recessed a few feet below the surrounding
ground surface.
To the south and west of the United Bulb Company storage buildings, modern disturbance
appears more superficial, evidenced by rutted, uneven terrain and areas of geotextile fabric
and/or black plastic sheeting protruding from the ground. The entire project area is littered with
refuse from the bulb business, including plastic and aluminum plant tags, fragments of black
plastic planters, shreds of plastic sheeting, and tangles of synthetic twine.
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Figure 19. Aerial photomap of the project area showing the approximate
routes of transects walked during the surface investigation.
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Figure 20. Southwest-facing view from the driveway near the eastern boundary of the project
area. In the background at photo left is the spoil pile, and at photo right is the southernmost of
the cold storage buildings, accessed by a recessed, two-track driveway flanked with berms.

Figure 21. Northeast-facing view from atop the spoil pile, showing the
driveway leading between sloughs to the east-adjacent parcel, setting
of the former iris warehouse in the photo background .
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Figure 22. East-facing view along the south side of the cold storage buildings, with
spoil pile in background at photo right. Note disturbed, exposed soils in foreground.

Figure 23. Northwest-facing photo taken from the slope of the spoil
pile (foreground) with the bulb storage building in the background.
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Figure 24. Aerial photomap of the project area overlaid with areas of heaviest disturbance.
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Figure 25. Aerial photomap of the project area indicating the
locations of STPs excavated during the subsurface investigation.
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Subsurface Investigation
ASCC estimates that at least 2.5 acres of the 12.16-acre project area are currently taken up by the
former bulb storage buildings, driveways, sloughs, stormwater ponds, and spoil pile (Figure 24).
A portion of this acreage was tested by AINW in 2010, prior to the construction of the
stormwater detention ponds (Lloyd-Jones and Fagan 2010).
During the subsurface investigation of the remaining, testable portions of the project area, ASCC
excavated a total of nineteen shovel test probes, spaced at roughly 45 to 50-meter intervals
(Figure 25). Each STP was excavated by shovel as a cylindrical hole measuring roughly 50 cm in
diameter at the surface (Figures 26-27). All excavated soils were processed through nested 1/4inch (6 mm) and 1/8-inch (3 mm) stainless steel mesh. Detailed notes on the subsurface
investigation, including location information, descriptions of soil types, texture, color, and the
presence or absence of cultural materials, were kept in field notes which are on file at ASCC’s
offices in Vancouver. Results from shovel testing are summarized in Table 2, below.
In the majority of STPs, soils appeared native and intact below a roughly 30 cm-thick plow zone
(Figure 28), but a few STPs were heavily disturbed throughout (Figure 29). No archaeological
material was found during shovel testing. The plow zone of nearly all STPs contained varying
amounts of debris from bulb- and flower-growing operations, ca. 1940-2004. This refuse
consisted mainly of plastic flower tags, fragments of black plastic planters, scraps of plastic bags
and sheeting, hole-punched aluminum tags, synthetic twine, and plastic strapping (Figure 30).

Figure 26. North-facing view of STP-11 in progress, with
bulb storage building and spoil pile in background.
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Table 2. Results of STPs excavated during the subsurface investigation.
STP No.

Max. Depth
(cm)

Notes

1

33

Placed near northwest corner of United Bulb Company buildings, in disturbedlooking terrain. Difficult to find a spot to dig here. STP is silt loam to a depth of
30 cm, below which is an impasse of pavement-like, rocky fill material.

2

90

Appears to be intact Newberg fine sandy loam beneath plow zone.

3

80

Heavily disturbed, possibly imported sediment to 65cm below ground surface.
Piece of plastic found protruding from the wall at transition to what appears to
be intact, Clato silt loam subsoil.

4

70

Disturbed to 45 cm down, full of Rose Growers refuse including a plastic rose
bag (“Top Flite Roses / United Rose Growers / Woodland, Wash”) along with
colorless bottle glass, disk-shaped metal rose ID tags (“MONTEZUMA”), a
crushed and unidentifiable aluminum can, an unidentifiable chunk of ferrous
metal, and the typical flower-business detritus listed above. Intact Newberg fine
sandy loam below 45 cm.

5

70

Appears to be intact Newberg fine sandy loam beneath plow zone

6

70

Appears to be intact Clato silt loam beneath plow zone

7

70

Appears to be intact Clato silt loam beneath plow zone

8

75

Appears to be intact Clato silt loam beneath plow zone

9

70

Appears to be intact Clato silt loam beneath plow zone

10

80

Appears to be intact silt loam over fine sand beneath plow zone

11

75

Appears to be intact Newberg fine sandy loam beneath plow zone

12

70

Appears to be intact Newberg fine sandy loam beneath plow zone

13

65

Appears to be intact Newberg fine sandy loam beneath plow zone

14

70

Appears to be intact Newberg fine sandy loam beneath plow zone

15

70

Appears to be intact Newberg fine sandy loam beneath plow zone

16

70

Appears to be intact Newberg fine sandy loam beneath plow zone

17

70

Appears to be intact Newberg fine sandy loam beneath plow zone

18

70

Placed immediately east of spoil pile alongside current flower planter rows.
Upper 45 cm was disturbed, organic-rich sediment, looking like imported
garden soil. Intact-looking, redox-mottled clayey subsoil beneath 45 cm.

19

15

Thin, grassy topsoil overlying dense, rocky fill (~90% basalt chunks in a
compacted silt matrix). Tried to offset STP, but the surrounding land is the
same-- essentially pavement between the driveway and slough.
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Figure 27. East-facing view of STP-18 in progress, with the eastern boundary
sloughs and former United Bulb Company iris warehouse in background.

Figure 28. Profile of STP-2 at base of excavation (90 cm below ground
surface [cmbgs]) showing a fairly typical Newberg fine sandy loam profile.
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Figure 29. Profile of STP-3 at base of excavation (80 cmbgs) showing fill/disturbed
sediment. Note piece of white plastic in the wall to left of the tape at 65 cmbgs.

Figure 30. Sample of typical flower-growing refuse found scattered across the
project area. The material shown all came from the upper 30 cm of STP-4.
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Visual Impact Assessment
The visual impact assessment was conducted in order to determine the likelihood that historic
properties would be indirectly affected by the proposed construction. Based on background
research and the visual assessment in the field, ASCC has identified two historic properties that
bear discussion here, both located outside the project’s APE for direct effects.
The United Bulb Company Iris Warehouse
On the east-adjacent property at 1501 Guild Road are two attached structures associated with the
United Bulb Company. These are the former iris warehouse (currently the Remnant Farms Feed
and Supply Store) and an attached barn. Although partially obscured by the trees along the
sloughs, both structures are visible from the project area.
The former iris warehouse is a long, gabled, shiplap-clad, wood-frame building oriented parallel
to Guild Road (Figure 31). Historic maps indicate that it was built sometime between 1943 and
1954 (USGS 1943 and 1954). The warehouse has a footprint of roughly 14,500 square feet,
including a long enclosed porch along its northern side, a shed-roofed extension on its western
side, and smaller, built-out porches on both its western and eastern sides. These additions to the
building’s basic rectangular plan may post-date its original construction, along with the attached
barn and several former, similar structures (see below). The ground floor of the warehouse has
windows of both modern and historical manufacture. The upper floor on the eastern and western
sides has two distinctive tiers of windows, some of which appear to be original (Figures 32 and
33). Since 2005, the warehouse has been leased by Remnant Farms Feed and Supply, which
sells farm, garden, wildlife, and pet supplies (Rick Pettit, personal communication).

Figure 31. South-facing view of the former warehouse, with Guild Road in foreground.
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Figure 32. West-facing view of the former United Bulb Company
iris warehouse neighboring the project area, at 1501 Guild Road.

Figure 33. East-facing view of the former United Bulb Company iris warehouse,
approaching via the driveway between sloughs along the eastern project area boundary.
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Figure 34. Northwest-facing view of the open-walled barn structure (photo left)
attached to the south of the former warehouse (photo right) at 1501 Guild Road.

Figure 35. Southwest-facing view of the attached barn structure at 1501 Guild Road.
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The wooden barn structure appears to be the last remnant of a complex of barns and/or sheds
that were once attached to the warehouse (see below). The barn is a somewhat dilapidated, openwalled, post-and-beam construction with a footprint of about 3,600 square feet (Figures 34 and
35). It has a monitor-style roof, with a gabled ridgeline raised for ventilation, implying that it
was formerly a walled building. The cladding that remains on the barn is vertical board and
plywood. The barn is roofed with relatively new-looking corrugated metal. The build date of the
barn is unknown, but its overall lack of integrity (due to its modern roofing, removed walls, etc.)
argues against its being inventoried as a distinct historic property. The present-day landowners,
Groat Brothers, Inc., currently use this structure for materials storage.
Aerial photography indicates that four other attached barn- or shed-type structures were removed
from the warehouse complex sometime between August 2006 and September 2009 (Google
Earth 2016). In Figure 36, showing conditions in 2006, two structures are attached to the south
of the warehouse and the west of the barn, and two similar structures extend southward from the
barn at odd angles. Figure 37 shows the present-day configuration of the warehouse and barn,
with the former structures now removed. The build dates of these additions are unknown.
Historical maps do not show them either as additions to the warehouse or as distinct
outbuildings (USGS 1943; 1954; 1970; 1985; 1990). The United Bulb Company likely added
each of these structures after the original warehouse construction in order to accommodate
expanding business, much as it added to the project area’s cold storage building in the 1970s
(see Historic Overview).
ASCC has added the United Bulb Company iris warehouse to the Washington State Historic
Property Inventory (HPI), including discussion of the barn as a structural addition. Considering
the modern modifications to both structures, neither appears to be eligible for inclusion on the
NRHP.
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Figure 36. 2006 aerial photograph showing several structures attached around the former
United Bulb Company’s iris warehouse, with the current project area highlighted in red.

Figure 37. 2015 aerial photograph showing that several structures have been removed.
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The Guild-Klady House
Located at 1620 Guild Road, the Guild-Klady House was built by Columbia Lancaster Klady
and Sarah Isabelle Lacky Klady in 1877-78 (Talley 1995). In 1912, the Kladys sold the house
and farm to their daughter Alwilda May (Klady) Guild and her husband Jesse Jacob Guild, and
the property has remained in the family ever since. The house lies roughly 250 feet (76m) westnorthwest of the project area, and is visible from the northern end of the project area.
The Guild-Klady House is a two-story, cross-gabled, vernacular farmhouse of wood-frame
construction on a post-and-beam foundation (Figure 38). Originally, it was clad in shiplap
siding. Subsequent alterations to the house through the historic and modern eras have been
extensive (ibid.). A balcony was removed from the south side of the house at some point in the
early 1900s. In the 1930s, bay windows were installed on the east side. Additions in 1949
included an enclosed porch on the east side, a pantry, a bathroom, and an additional entry.
Additions in the 1950s included a second bathroom, cedar shake siding, and a composition
shingle roof. New insulation was installed in 1981, and the siding and roof were both replaced in
1995 (ibid.). Windows all appear to be modern replacements. A two-story modern house was
built roughly 20 feet (6.1 meters) west of the farmhouse, and the two buildings are connected by
a narrow, covered porch or walkway. ASCC was unable to find a build date for the modern
house, but it appears to date from the 1970s or later.
In 1989, the Washington State Department of Agriculture named the Guild-Klady farm a
Centennial Farm, since it has remained in the same family since its founding (WSDA 1989).
This distinction reflects continuity of ownership rather than the architectural or historical
significance of the house itself. Since the integrity of the Guild-Klady House has been heavily
compromised by twentieth-century alterations, ASCC assesses it as not eligible for listing on the
NRHP. To address its role in local history, however, ASCC has added the farmhouse to the HPI.

Figure 38. North-facing view of the Guild-Klady House at 1620 Guild Road.
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Results and Recommendations
Having carried out background research, a pedestrian survey, a subsurface survey, and a visual
impact assessment, ASCC has found no cultural resources within the project area, and has
established that no previously recorded archaeological sites or NRHP-eligible historic properties
are visible from the project area. It is ASCC’s opinion that the proposed Guild Road Industrial
Park project will have no effect on historic properties (including archaeological sites) that are
listed on, or eligible for listing on, the NRHP. ASCC recommends no further cultural resource
work within the project area.
Outside the project’s direct APE, but within its visual APE, are two historic-era, above-ground
properties. Although neither of these buildings appears to be eligible for the NRHP, ASCC
recommends adding the United Bulb Company Iris Warehouse and the Guild-Klady House to the
Washington State Historic Property Inventory (HPI). The HPI forms have been submitted
electronically to DAHP as #705571 and #705574, respectively. In regard to the current project,
no further cultural resource work is warranted for either building. The HPI does not place
restrictions on the alteration of properties, but it does serve to document them for posterity and
future research. Note that if any future projects will directly affect either property, ASCC
recommends that DAHP be consulted regarding the need for possible further study and
documentation.
Project coordinators should bear in mind that a survey is, by definition, a sampling process that
cannot completely rule out the presence of archaeological materials. To prepare for the
possibility that archaeological resources are discovered during project activities, ASCC
recommends that project coordinators develop inadvertent discovery language, such as that
included below.
Sample Inadvertent Discovery Language
In the unlikely event of an inadvertent discovery of potentially significant archaeological
materials (bones, shell, stone tools, hearths, etc.) and/or human remains during project activities,
all work in the immediate vicinity should stop, the area must be secured, and the discovery must
be reported to the Washington State Department of Archaeology and Historic Preservation
(DAHP) (360-586-3065), the U.S. Department of Commerce Economic Development
Administration (EDA), and all relevant Native American tribes. In the event human remains are
identified, local law enforcement, the county medical examiner, State Physical Anthropologist at
DAHP (360-586-3534), and the affected Tribes should be contacted immediately. Compliance
with all applicable laws pertaining to archaeological resources (RCW27.53, 27.44 and WAC 2548) and human remains (RCW 68.50) is required.
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